Introduction
InfiniBand is a de facto industry standard in supercomputing with almost 45% entries on the latest Top 500 list [1] . However, the largest systems on the list tend to have custom interconnection networks, with only 2 of Top 10 systems built using InfiniBand. A possible explanation of this fact is that large number of nodes drives the need for modern cost-effective topologies such as Dragonfly and Flattened Butterfly that are not readily supported in current InfiniBand infrastructure. Moreover, these topologies in turn require advanced routing algorithms, including adaptive routing, that cannot be implemented within InfiniBand specification.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate possible performance of large InfiniBand networks given that some extra features are added to the switches.
Topologies
We compare topologies and routing algorithm on the following reference configuration. Network contains n = 2,048 switches with concentration C = 8, thus 16,384 nodes. Each switch has d = 36 ports, 8 of those taken by nodes and 28 are available for inter-switch connections. Hardware is assembled in 32 twin racks of 64 switches (512 nodes) each. Hence it is desirable to exploit local connections in groups of 16, 32, or 64 switches to reduce cabling cost. Only direct topologies are considered. Number of switches is fixed to maintain roughly the same cost for different topologies.
Theoretical upper bound [16] on the relative bisection bandwidth β is d−2 2C + o(1) ≈ 162,5%. Practically constructible graphs with greatest known bisection are Ramanujan graphs [22] with lower bound on bisection
for d = q + 1 where q is a prime power. For q = 25 this yields a 100% relative bisection. However, such graphs are available in a very few sizes and have intractable structure for designing routing algorithm on them. Therefore we assume that a 50% relative bisection bandwidth obtained on several topologies is a reasonable value.
Tori
A torus is a Cartesian product of cycles. Up to 4D tori may be supported in InfiniBand. For higher dimensions it is impossible to provide deadlock freedom of minimal routing. Torus-2QoS, a routing engine for tori in the Open Subnet Manager (OpenSM), only supports 2D and 3D tori.
We shall use the following notation both for tori and for FlatFly later: N is the number of dimensions; K n is the size of dimension n; L n is the width of links within dimension n.
The relative bisection of a torus is then β = min{4L n /CK n } over n = 1, N , its degree is Cayley graphs of commutative groups are a well known alternative of tori, having a similar cabling structure and routing algorithms, but much smaller diameter and greater bisection bandwidth. We do not consider such topologies explicitly, but e.g. a FlatFly is a Cayley graph of a product of cyclic groups with appropriate generators; Dragonfly is a vertex-transitive graph and thus has a structure similar to that of a Cayley graph of a non-commutative group.
FlatFly
Consider a Cartesian product of N full graphs. Historically, several names were used for this topology:
• Generalized Hypercube [5] (this term implies single inter-switch links and one adapter per switch); • Flattened Butterfly [14] (implying single inter-switch links, and equals orders of full graphs equal to concentration); • HyperX [3] (subsumes both previous cases). We shall refer to this topology as FlatFly (FF) and use the same notation as for tori: K n for orders of full graphs and L n for link width in each of them, n = 1, N . According to [3] , the relative bisection bandwidth of the FlatFly network is β = min{K n L n }/2C. Diameter of a FlatFly is equal to its dimension N , and degree is equal to C + n L n (K n − 1).
Parameters of optimal FlatFly network are determined by a combinatorial search procedure outlined in [3] . For our setup this is a 4D FlatFly with dimensions 4 × 8 × 8 × 8 and link widths 2, 1, 1, 1. It's diameter is 4, radix is 35, and relative bisection is 50%.
Cabling of this network is relatively easy. A 8 × 8 part (3rd and 4th dimensions) occupies a twin rack. Then each rack is connected to 3 racks in the first dimension with bundles of 128 cables, and to 7 racks in the second dimension with bundles of 64 cables.
FlatFly may serve as a building block for other topologies. For example, groups in Dragonfly topology are usually connected as a full graph (which is a 1D FlatFly), or a 2D FlatFly [9] .
Hypercube
A hypercube is a Cartesian product of 2-vertex complete graphs, and may be considered a particular case of both torus and FlatFly. Unlike tori, dimension of hypercube built with A. Daryin, A. Korzh InfiniBand is only limited by the number of nodes in subnet (which in practice means a maximum of 14D). However, as a FlatFly it usually is not optimal in terms of bisection bandwidth and diameter.
In our setup, hypercube is 11D with double links in each dimension. This gives diameter 11, relative bisection 25%, and radix 30. The remaining 6 ports may be utilized to increase bisection bandwidth within one rack to 37,5%.
Dragonfly
A Dragonfly [15] consists of groups connected as full graphs (with "local" links). These groups, regarded as vertices, are again connected as a full graph (with "global" links).
Denote by K the size of a group, and by G the number of global links per switch. Then there are KG groups containing K 2 G switches 4 . A typical shortest path crosses one "global" and two "local" full graphs, hence the relative bisection is β = min{K/4C, G/2C}. Graph diameter is 3, and degree is C + G + K − 1.
It is reasonable to choose K and G such that K/4C = G/2C, which gives K = 16 and G = 8 for our setup. The radix is 30. Unlike other considered topologies, cabling of global links in a Dragonfly is really messy.
Slim Fly
A Slim Fly [4] topology is built with McKay-Miller-Širáň (MMS) graphs [20] parameterized by a prime power q. Its 2q 2 vertices are elements of linear space Z 2 × F q × F q , where F q is a field of order q. Coordinates of vertices are denoted as (t, x, y). There are two kinds of edges:
1. y-edges: (t, x, y 0 ) is connected with (t, x, y 1 ) iff y 1 − y 0 ∈ X t . For q = 2 p , the sets X t are X 0 = {1, ξ 2 , ξ 4 , . . . , ξ q−2 } and X 1 = {ξ, ξ 3 , . . . , ξ q−1 }, where ξ is a primitive element of F q . 2. t-edges: (0, x 0 , y 0 ) is connected with (1, x 1 , y 1 ) iff y 0 = x 0 x 1 + y 1 .
Diameter of a MMS graph is 2. For q = 2 p its radix is C + 3Lq/2, and we hypothesize that its relative bisection is β = Lq/2C. Here L is link width.
Unfortunately, an MMS graph with 2,048 switches corresponds to q = 32 and requires switches of radix 56. Instead of that, we will consider Cartesian products of Slim Fly and FlatFly. There are two options for our setup:
SF×FF-1 replaces 4 × 8 dimensions of our FlatFly setup with a Slim Fly. This further simplifies cabling: now each twin rack is connected to 6 other racks using bundles of 128 cables. Also, it saves 1,024 optical cables.
SF×FF-2 has the same radix as FlatFly, but a lower diameter of 3, and groups of 16 switches have relative bisection 100%.
Mapping algorithms
Some routing algorithms assume that the structure of a subnet is given in advance, and that all switches have their coordinates assigned. This may not be always the case in practice. For example, in OpenSM a routing engine is given only a list of nodes and links, and has to recover network structure on its own.
Here we present mapping algorithms for FlatFly and Dragonfly.
Mapping a FlatFly
To map a FlatFly, we construct an equivalence relation ε on the set of its links, using the following rules.
1. Two uni-directional links e 1 and e 2 constituting one bi-directional link are equivalent: e 1 εe 2 . 2. Two parallel links e 1 and e 2 connecting the same two switches are equivalent: e 1 εe 2 .
3. Three links e 1 , e 2 , e 3 forming a rectangle are equivalent: e 1 εe 2 , e 2 εe 3 . 4. If four links e 1 , . . . , e 4 form a rectangle, then the opposite sides of this rectangle are equivalent: e 1 εe 3 , e 2 εe 4 . The total number of traversed edges here is at most nd 2 .
The rules above do not define the entire relation ε; we need to compute their transitive closure. This may be done efficiently using the Union-Find algorithm from [25] with O(n ln n) operations.
Each equivalence class D i of ε corresponds to a dimension of FlatFly, i = 1, N . Using ε, we then assign coordinates to switches. Additional N equivalence relations ε i are constructed using the following rule. If edge e connects vertices v 1 and v 2 , and e ∈ D i , then v 1 ε j v 2 for all j = i. After calculating the transitive closure, each equivalence class C ij of ε i corresponds to a single value of i-th coordinate, j = 1, K i .
The described algorithm can be applied to incomplete topologies. Experiments on our setup have shown that FlatFly is still mapped correctly if 20% switches and 15% links are missing at random. Hypercube is mapped correctly with 15% missing switches and 10% missing links.
Mapping a Dragonfly
For Dragonfly mapping, we construct the same equivalence relation ε as for FlatFly. Each equivalence class of ε containing more than one edge represents local links of one Dragonfly group. All other links are global links.
In our setup, incomplete Dragonfly is mapped correctly with 40% switches and 10% links missing at random.
Routing
InfiniBand [2] fabric is a packet-switching network. Each network device is assigned a subnet address called Local Identifier (LID). Each link has several Virtual Lanes (VL) used by the routing engine to provide deadlock freedom and quality of service. The route of each packet from source to destination is determined by two header fields set at the source node: Destination LID (DLID) and Service Level (SL). Table to select output VL de- pending on input port, output port and SL. 3. Before sending a packet, the source node requests a Path Record from the subnet manager, to find out which SL should be used for these source and destination nodes. 4. LID Mask Control (LMC) feature allows assigning more than one LID per node. This results in several paths between the same two nodes that may be used for load balancing or other purposes.
In theory [8] , one may consider routing functions in a very general form (Source, Destination, Switch, In Port, In VC) → (Out Port, Out VC).
InfiniBand factors this dependence into
In particular, the VL chosen does not directly depend on the destination, which limits the choices in the design of deadlock-free routing algorithms.
Adaptive routing
InfiniBand specification [2] does not support Adaptive Routing (AR). Moreover, a number of measures has been taken to ensure that packets arrive in order. On the other hand, it is always possible to find a traffic pattern on which a particular static routing will achieve only a small portion of the available bisection bandwidth [11] . For example, in our setup if 8 nodes on one switch communicate with 8 nodes on a neighbor switch using any minimal routing, they will only get 12,5% bandwidth, even if relative bisection is 50,%.
A number of strategies have been proposed to implement AR in InfiniBand. Multipath routing uses LMC and congestion notification mechanism to select a least-congested path at the source [18] . A possible modification to switch hardware [19] would treat all LIDs assigned to the same node interchangeably and dynamically choose output port from LFT entries corresponding to them. Finally, Mellanox claims support of AR in its switches [21] .
Here we assume that switch hardware is modified in such a way that for each destination it is possible to specify a set of output ports instead of a single port. This allows implementing a minimal adaptive routing. However, although it may perform better on some traffic patterns, many other patterns will not benefit from adaptivity if only one shortest path is available between a pair of nodes (which is exactly the case in our example with 8 collocated nodes talking to nodes on a neighbor switch). Furthermore, a fully adaptive minimal routing will in general have credit loops that cannot be eliminated using standard InfiniBand features.
The key problem in designing non-minimal adaptive routing algorithms for InfiniBand is that no information is accumulated in packet header as a packet traverses the fabric. The only header field not covered by the Invariant CRC is VL. However, input VL does not influence neither output port nor output VL. Thus, it is hard, if possible, for a non-minimal routing to guarantee progress towards destination and to avoid livelocks.
Since VL is the only header field that can change from hop to hop, we assume the following modifications to the switch hardware:
1. Output VL is selected using input VL: either it is simply incremented (so called VL hopping), or input VL is used instead of SL in the SL2VL mechanism (so that it becomes VL2VL). 2. There is a separate forwarding table for each input VL 5 . With these modifications, the routing function is now described as
To reduce latency, it is beneficial to prefer shorter routes when possible. This is not part of a routing, but of a selection function that chooses one port from a set based on congestion information. In our simulation we assume that two priorities are available: high priority for minimal paths and low priority for non-minimal. An exception is deflection routing requiring three levels of priority.
We finally note that using AR also requires significant changes to software (including MPI) to properly handle out-of-order packets. This is beyond the scope of this article.
Torus routing
A deadlock-free routing for tori usually uses two virtual channels to prevent cycles within a dimension 6 : one for packets crossing a dateline in that dimension, another for all other packets. To avoid cycles between dimensions, they are traversed in a fixed order, hence the name Direction Order Routing (DOR).
It turns out that dateline crossing at each dimension should be determined at the source node and stored in SL (because VL cannot be chosen per destination address). Since SL has 4 bits, the maximum dimension of InfiniBand tori is 4D.
Summing up, adaptive routing for tori can be only used to select one of the parallel output links.
FlatFly routing
DOR routing can be applied to FlatFly. Unlike tori, there is no need to use two VLs since a packet traverses at most one link in each dimension.
Adaptive DOR (ADOR) allows an additional hop in each dimension [9, 26] . This is implemented by the following rules:
1. VL 0 is used when input port belongs to a host or to a different dimension than output port. 2. VL 1 is used if input and output ports belong to the same dimension. 5 Some routing algorithms require a separate forwarding table for each input VL and each input port. 6 Limitations of InfiniBand routing preclude using other deadlock-avoidance schemes such as turn-based routing. VL hopping is also not an option since the diameter of torus network is larger than the number of available VLs.
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DOR and ADOR do not use a large portion of crossbar (all transitions from higher to lower dimensions). Mixed DOR uses the remaining two bits of VL to make possible several orderings of dimensions.
1. At the source node, SL is set of d mod 4, where d is the index of the destination host within the destination switch. 2. Based on SL, one of the four dimension orders are used 7 : (1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 1, 3), (3, 1, 4, 2) , (4, 3, 2, 1). Mixed ADOR combines Mixed DOR and ADOR and chooses VL as either 2SL (for hops in dimension order) or 2SL + 1 (for extra hops in the same dimension).
Another pitfall of (A)DOR is that all packets with the same source and destination switches will meet at the intermediate switches. Twisted DOR solves this problem by making an obligatory non-minimal hop at the beginning. Assume that we are at the switch with coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and d is the index of the destination host.
1. If a packet comes from a host 8 , route it to switch with coordinates (x 1 , . . . , d mod K n ) using VL 1 (if d = x n mod K n , do nothing). 2. After that, proceed with DOR using VL 0. Twisted ADOR is a combination of Twisted DOR and ADOR, with the exception that no additional hop is allowed in the last dimension (since it has been already made at the first step).
Finally, Twisted Mixed DOR combines Twisted and Mixed DORs, and the same goes for Twisted Mixed ADOR.
Hypercube routing
As hypercube is a particular case of a FlatFly, we can apply the latter's DOR and Mixed DOR routing algorithms. With only two switches per dimension, ADOR is the same as DOR here. Also, "Twisted" routings did not perform well on simulator, so we don't use them either.
There are special AR algorithms for hypercubes, e.g. described in [10] . We have simulate three of them:
1. Negative First: route adaptively in all negative dimensions (those where coordinate of source is 1 and that of destination is 0), then route adaptively in all other dimensions. 2. All but one (ABO) Negative First: route adaptively in all negative dimensions except dimension 1, then route adaptively in all other dimensions. 3. All but one (ABO) Positive Last: route adaptively in all negative dimension and dimension 1, then route adaptively in all other dimensions.
Dragonfly routing
Although Dragonfly features low diameter and high relative bisection, advanced routing techniques are required to achieve appropriate network throughput. Indeed, any two groups are connected with only one link, and if all hosts in the first group happen to communicate with all 7 These permutations where found using integer linear programming minimizing the maximum load on each part of the crossbar. 8 This algorithm requires selection of forwarding table depending on input port .
hosts in the second one sharing the same link, the resulting throughput will be 1/KC, which is less than 1% for our setup.
A popular Dragonfly routing UGAL is based on a scheme proposed by Valiant [27] : most packets are first routed to a randomly chosen intermediate group, and only then to the destination. However, there is no hardware support for Valiant-type routings in InfiniBand, so it is impossible to implement UGAL together with RDMA.
The basic Static routing for Dragonfly is 9 : 1. in source group, make a local hop to the node that has a link to the destination group; 2. make a global hop; 3. in destination group, make a local hop to the destination switch.
Here we use a family of adaptive routing algorithms that use only local congestion information 
SlimFly and SF×FF routing
Here we describe the structure of the minimal routing in Slim Fly. Consider the following cases when routing a packet from (t s , x s , y s ) to (t d , x d , y d ).
Then either y s − y d ∈ X t , or there exists y i ∈ F q such that y s − y i ∈ X t and y i − y d ∈ X t (by construction of X t ). Depending on that, the shortest route is either "y" or "yy" (encoded by the link types). Note that it cannot be one of "ty" or "yt" since t s = t d . Also it cannot be "tt" as will be seen below. 2. t s = t d = t, x s = x d . Since y-links do not change x, the only possible option is the "tt" route. Denote by (t i , x i , y i ) the intermediate vertex,
Note that these systems are not solvable if x s = x d . All arithmetic is in the field F q . Relations (1) and (2) may be unified as
9 Note that this routing is not minimal, as some shortest paths consist of two global hops. 10 All arithmetic here is in Fq.
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given that y i − y d ∈ X td . (b) "yt". The intermediate node is (t s , x s , y i ), and then
given that y s − y i ∈ X ts . At least one of two cases should hold since the diameter of MMS graph is 2.
As seen from the minimal routing analysis, the number of shortest paths between (t s , x s , y s ) and
• 1 or 2 if t s = t d (but the case of 1 is encountered more often);
• exactly one of t s = t s ,
Experiments show that most source-destination pairs only have 1 shortest path between them.
To avoid deadlocks, on two-hop paths VL 0 is used on the first hop and VL 1 on the second. This may be implemented using standard SL2VL feature: if a packet comes from a host, select VL 0, otherwise select VL 1.
DOR, ADOR and their Mixed and Twisted variants may be used for SF×FF products, considering Slim Fly as a dimension of a Flat Fly.
Topology agnostic algorithms
There exists a number of static generic routing algorithms for InfiniBand: UpDn [17] , DF-SSSP [7] , LASH [23] . Achieving deadlock freedom for an arbitrary topology is challenging, and mentioned algorithms do not provide such a guarantee.
Under our assumptions, VL hopping may be used to provide deadlock freedom. Indeed, no credit loops are possible if VLs are used in strictly increasing order. This works when maximum path length does not exceed the number of available VLs. In our setup, we can use VL hopping for FlatFly, Dragonfly and SF×FF.
We use a family of algorithms that we call Distance Based Routing. Its parameters are Ethe number of extra hops allowed, and F -the flag indicating whether deflection is permitted.
Suppose that shortest distance between source and destination switches is D > 0, and the remaining distance at current switch is d > 0.
1. Source host assigns VL = D + E mod 8 to the packet. In these terms, fully adaptive minimal routing corresponds to E = 0 and is called Distance Based. Non-minimal routing (E > 0) without deflection is denoted as Distance Based + E.
Finally, routing with deflection is denoted Deflection + E. In the latter case E ≥ 2, otherwise enabling deflection makes no sense.
Simulation results
In this section, we compare performance of described topologies and routing algorithms. For large-scale networks, we have developed a parallel event-driven simulator following methodology described in [6] . It has been verified against BookSim and real-world data and produces consistent results.
The following table contains relative saturation bandwidth [6] for each topology, routing algorithm and traffic pattern. Since network size is a power of two, we use bit patterns for comparison: complement, reverse, rotation, shuffle, and transpose. There is also uniform (random all-to-all) pattern. As expected, tori and hypercube perform worse than other topologies on uniform traffic due to lower relative bandwidth.
For FlatFly, the best routing is "Distance Based +4". Comparing its results with "Distance Based +3" and ADOR family, we conclude that the optimal number of extra hop is equal to dimension of FlatFly, and it's critical that these hops are made without particular dimension order. Deflection helps to achieve full bisection bandwidth on some patterns, but reduces bandwidth for others.
Hypercube shows low performance on bit reverse and bit transpose patterns. Turn model routings (negative first/ positive last) perform really badly, as they create significant imbalance in packet distribution across the network.
Results for Dragonfly are mixed, with GID and GSD routings showing best results for bit traffic patterns and low performance on uniform traffic at the same time. Distance based and deflection routings perform worse than our specialized algorithms.
Results for SF×FF-1 are better than for SF×FF-2. Deflection helps to break the 12,5% barrier on three traffic patterns, with "Deflection +4" showing the best results for almost all traffic patterns.
Comparing different topologies, FlatFly and SF×FF-1 seem to be the winners, according to the following criteria 1. performance on uniform traffic; 2. performance of best routing on bit traffic patterns; 3. performance of "Distance Based" routing 11 ;
